
MOTIVE – Creative Portfolio New WordPress Theme 

Motive is new wordpress theme released by teslathemes marketplace in 2015! Very modern and 

clean design stands out from the rest of their theme in portfolio. Motive is very flexible and it fits 

blog, agency, portfolio, business websites or other similar purposes. It comes in 2 different 

versions and bunch of amazing new features. Motive runs on tesla framework and comes with 

revolution slider, sticky navigation, parallax, various post formats etc. It's very easy to customize 

and you get very detailed documentation and dedicated support as well. Low price of the theme 

and club membership are definitely worth of experience to deal with tesla themes club. Try live 

demo and see what's going on there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Amaryllis - eShop WordPress Theme 

 

Amaryllis is new theme by cssigniter team! It's definitely the most elegant ecommerce theme 

from their portfolio. It comes with tons of features along with great documentation and support 

service. You can us stuff like, woocommerce, powerful settings, localization, speed optimization, 

constant updates, color variations. It fits different types od eshops with elegant products and 

minimalistic designs. It's very easy to customize and you won't need any experience with coding 

to get the job done! Template runs on bootstrap which is very powerful and you can bet on that 

for sure! 

15ZINE - Magazine WordPress Theme 

 

Looking for magazine wordpress theme? Something new? 15Zine is definitely something you 

need. All new & trendy features are included and design has all modern elements! It has very 

long homepage where you can fit most of the content and show off all the categories. It comes 

with great categorization and authors features. 15zine is responsive and retina ready. Features 

like ajax megamenus, trending menu, page builder, live ajax search, featured image system and 

much more. You can add advertising very easily and also setup reviews system for your articles. 



You can choose from 9 different blog styles, such as, combo, grid, fullscreen etc. It's quite 

impossible for me to write down all the features because it's literally endless. If you are up to 

something really advanced and you're planning to run a blog or magazine, that's the one! 

Alaska - Hosting WordPress Template 

 

Alaska is TOP wordpress web hosting theme with all the NEW & Trendy features and design 

elements to run your own agency offering services, such as, web hosting, SEO, design or web 

design. It's very elegant and fully compatible with all web browsers and mobile / tablet / laptop 

devices. It's also compatible with WHMCS-bridge plugin. Alaska comes with regular updates, 

free support and easy but very helpful documentation. It's quite easy to build up because it has 

famous visual composer which is time saver! With revolution slider you can get amazing designs 

ready for your landing pages and focus on first impression. Both, revolution slider and visual 

composer comes with the price of template and that helps you to save $46. Check button above 

for more information about the theme. 

 

 

 

 



Woopress - New Modern WordPress Shop 

 

WooPress is one of the newest and most popular e-commerce wordpress theme on the 2015 

market! It's complete solution for any online store website and it comes with the newest 

features, such as, WPML, premium slideshows, etc. It's packed with bunch of premium stuff and 

it'll save you $119. With WooPress theme you get visual composer, master slider, revolutions 

slider, essential grid, ultimate and live chat plugin. They are all included for FREE! Files off 

woopress include PSD files, documentation, theme zip archive, languages files and pattern. 

Woopress is fast loading template and that's essential factor for SEO and good ranking positions 

in search engines. WooPress is NEW revolution between wordpress templates and definitely 

BEST solution for your shop currently.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Loma - Fashin WP Theme 

 

Loma is new blog wordpress template with the modern & trendy look. It's very universal and it 

fits any kind of blog. You can find great features included, such as, customized list layout, 

customized grid layout, featured slider, advanced search, social network comment system, 

customizable backgrounds, one click preset kit. If you are fan of wordpress and blogging, you'll 

find this theme very unique and interesting. There are couple of pre-designed demos for travel, 

recipes, fashion, craft, health & beauty and new ones are coming every week. You do not need 

any coding skills to build this blog! Everything is straight forward and half automatized.  

New Construction WordPress Theme 

 



Construction is tailor-made WP theme for constructions and building businesses and other 

companies offering services in this field. It fits any screen size and any 

platform. Construction comes with pre-designed layouts and visual composer, both will save you 

hours of designing and developing. You can setup everything without single touch of the codes. 

Three premium plugins are packed in the theme! Visual composer, revolution slider, essential 

grid which costs together $62. You'll get them for FREE with the price of template. That's great 

deal!   

Pond - Creative WP Theme 

 

Pond is super modern new wordpress theme released in beginning of 2015! Is best for creative 

portfolio or agency website. Pond is minimal and very elegant theme with all 2015 trends 

included. Template is responsive and retina ready. It comes fit newest features, such as, 

viewport border, split sections, overlay header style, unique pagination, parallax and video 

background, demo importer, page builder etc. Part of the product is FREE support and 

documentation as always. Don't hesitate and jump on live demo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Themize - Clean WordPress Theme 

 

Themize is more than just regular theme. Themize is wordpress based website designer that 

allows you to achieve almost any style with zero coding knowledge. It comes with smart set of 

presets that allow you to select a design in one click and simply customize almost any detail. It 

can be used by a novice with minimal wordpress knowledge looking to create a full beautiful 

looking website or blog with ease or freelancers looking to create professional premium looking 

websites for their clients. 


